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08. November 2022

Education and culture

Impressive impressions of the islands // Tickets now available
To a lecture under the title "Island hopping on the Canaries" invites the VHS on Tuesday,
November 15, 19.30 clock, in the Media Center / Old Station Bocholt, Hindenburgstr. 5. The
entrance amounts to 6, - € (reduced 5, - €). For advance registration under www.vhs-
bocholt.de for the purpose of seat reservation one asks. Remaining tickets are available at
the box office on site.

The speaker Annette Wozny-Koepp has explored the Canary Islands by island hopping and
presents the most beautiful impressions of her multifaceted journey on this evening. The
archipelago fascinates by its volcanic origin and a unique landscape with rich animal and
plant world. On round trips one gains an insight into their magnificent nature and can
explore a rich spectrum of sights.

The "islands of eternal spring" with year-round pleasant temperatures offer the best
conditions for dreamlike vacations and at the same time have a very individual charm.
While Fuerteventura fascinates with the most beautiful sandy beaches, one finds a bizarre
moonlike lava landscape on Lanzarote. Tenerife is characterized by its scenic diversity.
The Pico del Teide (3,718 m) towers in the center of the island. Gran Canaria offers a
"miniature continent" with dreamlike beaches, meter-high dunes and an impressive
mountain massif. The three smaller ones - La Palma, La Gomera and El Hierro - are
considered the green "hiking islands". La Gomera is also known for its dropouts - hippies
who sought refuge in Valle Gran Rey in the 70s. For the "sundowner" you can see them
rolling drums and dancing witches.

VHS lecture: Island hopping on the Canary Islands
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